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1000-Channel IP System Architecture for DSS
NUUO*, Qsan*, and Intel deliver a large-scale solution for IP video security & surveillance

When you need to think
big about IP DSS solutions
Digital security and surveillance (DSS)
systems are rapidly replacing older analog
CCTV equipment. As IP surveillance
systems gain in popularity, end users
are discovering the benefits of highdefinition video, gigabits per second
bandwidth and petabytes of storage
capacity. Users are also demanding more
intelligent and complex DSS systems
in large-scale shopping malls, factories,
airports, offices, and city infrastructures.
But enterprise-scale IP DSS brings a
unique set of technical challenges.
This solution blueprint explains how Intel,
NUUO* and Qsan* are working together
to meet the challenges of performance,
bandwidth, scalability and system
stability with validated end-to-end DSS
solutions based on Intel® architecture.

CHALLENGES
Performance. Systems must meet the
performance demands of 1000-channel,
real- time full HD (1080p at 30 frames
per second) video processing, video
streaming, video tagging, and storage
redundancy, all running 24/7 with
continuous availability and stability.
Bandwidth. Support for 1000 channels
of 1080p/30 HD video at 5 Mbps per
stream requires approximately 5 Gbps of
system throughput end-to-end, from the
network video recorder (NVR) to
the storage system.
Scalability. Integrators and end
users want scalable systems. As DSS
installations become more complex,
adding or subtracting NVRs and storage

systems can be complicated by the
rigorous validation requirements of
system integrators and end users.
Stability. It is critical for enterprise
surveillance to remain up and running,
24/7. A system error or overload condition
may bring the entire surveillance
installation down and leave the premises
vulnerable to threats.
Solution. NUUO*, Qsan*, and Intel have
worked together to design a proven and
validated system architecture that can
meet the challenges of a 1000-channel IP
camera DSS system. Intel® processors
and technologies provide high
performance and stability in a system
architecture designed for scalable
enterprise DSS deployment.
In addition to the performance of Intel
processors, the 1000-channel IP DSS
architecture benefits from the throughput
of Intel® I/O Acceleration Technology
(Intel® I/OAT) and the out-of-band remote
manageability capabilities of Intel® Active
Management Technology (Intel® AMT).

IMPACT
For end users and system integrators,
this proven blueprint simplifies the
deployment of high-performance,
high-bandwidth, scalable and stable
1000-channel IP camera DSS systems.
Intel provides 1000-channel IP
performance. The average total
throughput for a 1000-camera IP system
with 5.0 Mbps per channel is 4.8996
Gbps, with total frame rate of 30553.1
frames per second.1
The average processor utilization in an
NVR based on the Intel® Core™ i5-2400
processor is 35.0 percent. For a storage
system running on the Intel® Xeon®
processor LC3528, the average utilization
is 52.0 percent.2

Workload Definition and Implementation
NUUO Titan* NVR
The NUUO Titan NVR is a high definition network video recorder
that receives video streams from IP surveillance cameras. The
system includes NVR software that establishes connections
to the IP cameras and calls up the video streams requested by
users. After receiving the streams, the NVR stores them (with or
without software-based RAID) to the managed storage system,
enabling users to easily find recorded video using the NVR’s
client software. In this design, the NVR stores the video streams
to remote storage instead of local hard drives, providing the
flexibility of centralized recording.

video streams are recorded and accessed. According to benchmark
results reported by NUUO3, the Intel Core i5 processor running
NUUO File Ring* technology can triple the recording throughput
of video streams compared to other processor architectures, up
to 250 Mbps.

In today’s DSS environment, users want ever-higher resolution
from IP cameras, and this requires higher-bandwidth video
streams. For optimal recording throughput, NUUO based the
Titan NVR on the Intel Core i5 processor, which provides the
performance to easily handle multiple video streams, add headers,
compute RAID data, and set the locations on storage media where
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Figure 1. 1000-Channel IP DSS System Architecture
Capable of handling HD video streams from up to 1000 cameras, the
1000-channel IP DSS architecture developed by NUUO*, Qsan*, and
Intel provides video processing performance, bandwidth, scalability,
system stability, and remote manageability, enabled by Intel® Core™
and Xeon® processors.
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The design also includes the Intel® 82579LM and 82583V Gigabit
Ethernet controllers, which help to eliminate dropped packets. This
high performance networking solution has benefits for receiving
streams and sending them to remote storage.

The Qsan P600Q iSCSI array is a block-based storage area
network (SAN) device. In this architecture, iSCSI SAN storage
has been shown to outperform network attached storage (NAS)
systems at the same hardware level. Because iSCSI technology
uses block-based, rather than file-based transfers, it is the
preferred protocol for moving massive video data streams with
reduced latency and optimal throughput.
The Qsan P600Q system is based on the Intel® Xeon® processor
C5500/C3500 and Intel® 82599ES 10 Gb Ethernet controller.
Using Intel hardware RAID with Intel® I/O Acceleration Technology
(Intel® IOAT) enables eight independent DMA channels, each of
which uses Intel® QuickData Technology to deliver outstanding
parity processing. Together with Qsan iSCSI hardware offload
technology, the P600Q system can handle 5 Gbps of I/O requests
from the Titan NVR, without the need for an expensive iSCSI
host bus adaptor.
The DSS system includes a Qsan P600Q 10 Gb iSCSI storage
system in 3U16 form factor, cascaded with five Qsan J300Q
JBOD systems to house 96 Seagate Constellation* ES 2TB SATA
hard drives. Enterprise-class SATA or SAS drives are highly
recommended to handle the 24/7 DSS workload. To meet the
technical challenge of organizing 96 hard drives to handle the
throughput from 24 NVR systems, each NVR requires its own
dedicated RAID group. This configuration has 24 RAID groups
assigned to each NVR instead of a single large RAID group
comprised of all 96 drives. The 24 RAID groups are created using
RAID 5, with 4 drives in each RAID group. One volume in each
RAID group is created and assigned to each NVR.
This project demonstrates that an iSCSI storage array is more
suitable for central recording and scalable system design. If
the scale goes beyond hundreds of HD IP cameras, Intel 10 Gb
Ethernet controllers provide optimal performance while helping
to keep costs down.

NUUO NuClient* Video Management System
NUUO NuClient is an NVR client software that enables viewing of live streams or playing back recorded video on a video wall
or other display. In live-view mode, the Titan NVR will receive the streams and deliver them to the NuClient and to storage. In
playback mode, the Titan NVR will locate the recorded data and sent it to NuClient according to the user’s request.
The Intel® Core™ i7-2600 processor provides high-performance decoding capability for NuClient, making it possible to view 9
channels of 1080p HD video in one screen or a video wall. According to NUUO benchmark data, this is double the performance of
systems based on other processor architectures.4

Out of Band Remote Management Capability
Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel® AMT) provides out-of-band (OOB) remote management capability that enables end users
and integrators to discover, diagnose, repair and update large-scale, widely distributed IP DSS installations. In the event of a system
error, an interrupted software update, or an operating system crash, Intel AMT enables the operator to remotely reboot and operate
the system, while securing affected hardware subsystems in a protected environment.
The hardware-based keyboard, video, mouse (KVM) function allows an administrator to retrieve device information and status data
without reconfiguration. The hardware enabled OOB remote management capabilities of Intel AMT helps simplify maintenance and
keep vital DSS systems up and running, while saving the time and expense of on-site service calls by technicians.
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Ingredients and Performance
NUUO Titan* NVR
Processor

Intel® Core™ i5-2400 processor

Motherboard

Advantech* AMIB-581

System Memory

2 x 4 GB DDR III memory

Hard Disk

SATA DOM 2GB

Gigabit Ethernet Card

On board dual port gigabit Ethernet LAN

IP Camera

1080p resolution and 30 fps streaming and
recording

Application Software

NUUO Titan

OS

Embedded Linux*

Qsan P600Q* Storage System
Processor

Dual Intel® Xeon™ CL3528 processors

Motherboard

Qsan P600Q*

System Memory

16 GB registered DDR III memory

Hard Disk

Seagate Constellation* ES 2TB

Gigabit Ethernet

Intel® 82599ES 10 Gigabit Ethernet controller

OS

Embedded Linux

NUUO NuClient*
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Processor

Intel® Core™ i7 2600 processor

Motherboard

Advantech AMIB-581

System Memory

2 x 2 GB DDR III Memory

Hard Disk

Any brand

Gigabit Ethernet Card

On board dual-port gigabit Ethernet LAN

Software

NUUO NuClient*

Graphics Card

1 GB PCI-e x16

Windows

Windows 7*

10 Gigabit Ethernet Switch
Dell PowerConnect* 5524P Switch
Specification:
• 48 10/100/1000BASE-T auto-sensing Gigabit Ethernet switching ports
• 2 SFP+ (10Gb/1Gb) ports
• 2 Stacking ports (HDMI) – 10 Gb per port, full duplex, 40 Gb total per switch
• Switch fabric capacity: 176.0 Gbps
• Forwarding rate 100.2 Mpps
• Up to 16,000 MAC Addresses

Performance summary
Device
NUUO Titan NVR
Intel® Core™ i5- 2400 Processor
Qsan P600Q Storage System
Dual Intel® Xeon® CL3528 Processor
NUUO NuClient
Intel® Core™ i7- 2600 Processor

Network Throughput
250 Mbps per NVR
Total system throughput:
4.9886 Gbps

Video Channel @
1080p/30fps
42 per NVR
1008 total channels

5.0 Gbps

1008 total channels

N/A

9 Channels playback and
display per system

Average CPU Utilization

Memory Utilization

35.0 percent

Maximum allowable

52.0 percent

Maximum allowable

66.0 percent (with discrete
graphic card)
90.0 percent (without discrete
graphic card)

1.96 GB

(Source: Data provided by NUUO and Qsan)

Meeting the 1000-Channel IP DSS Challenge
DSS systems are growing in scale, and many enterprise-class deployments can benefit from the coverage provided by up to 1,000
HD video cameras. Systems on this scale must be architected to meet a unique set of performance, bandwidth, scalability, and
stability requirements.
Intel architecture processors provide the performance to manage multiple HD video streams, enable high-throughput, highly reliable
network storage, and view multiple channels of selected video on a single screen. The out-of-band remote manageability built-in to
Intel processors enables end users to keep large scale DSS systems operating, while minimizing technical support costs.
NUUO, Qsan, and Intel have worked together to design an IP DSS architecture solution that is ready to meet the challenges of today’s
enterprise IP DSS systems, with scalability for the future.
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To Learn More
www.intel.com/dss
www.qsantechnology.com
www.nuuo.com
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NUUO Southport Test performance benchmark data report, 2012.
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